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Are you shopping for a new bed for your bedroom?

Are you confused with just what size of bed

The size of your bed, however, is crucial to the quality of sleep that you will be getting.

S

Here is a rough guide to bed sizes.
* Singles.

Single beds are also known as twin beds or bunk beds.

They are often placed for u

The great thing about single beds is that you will not find it difficult to find sheets for th

The problem with single beds, however, is that they are mostly too short to accommodate adults
* Doubles.

If you are sharing your bed with someone and he or she does not mind snuggling clo

But while size may make the double bed perfect for smaller master bedrooms, it can be a proble
* Queens.

With a size of 60 inches by 80 inches, a queen-sized bed is six inches wider and fi

Some people may still find the queen-sized bed too narrow or too short for their needs.
* Kings.

There are actually two kinds of king-sized beds.

For p

One is called the eastern king or

The eastern king is 76 inches wide and 80 inches long âˆ 16 inches wider than a standard queen

A standard king-sized bed may be prized for its size, but it is also its size that can make it

If you want a king-sized bed but the length of the bed is your concern, go ahead and choose th
The size of the sleeping space matters a lot when it comes to having a good nightâs sleep.
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